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Enva- Fun, Frolic, Fiesta - The much awaited annual fest of           
PRAKRITI - The Environmental and Humanitarian society of        
MSIT, was held on 9th and 10th of January on the college campus,             
it was full of nerve shaking and exciting games which took everyone to             
the peak level of enthusiasm and zest. Once again the tremendous           
efforts of the PRAKRITI team yielded a fruitful result, attracting          
participants from all over Delhi NCR to join the fest in large numbers! 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 

 EVENTS 
 

● Treasure Hunt was an exciting game involving the players to search           
for different locations inside college campus by following a trail of           
clues. Using wisdom, presence of mind, and collective efforts, they          
searched every nook and corner of the campus. At the end of the             
race there was treasure waiting to be found! 
 

 
 

● The wonderful and amazing prizes magnetised people to participate         
in Minute To Win it. All this game required was collaborative efforts,            
team spirit and just a minute to win it. Even kids were seen adding              
giggles, vibrance and joy to this game! 

 
 



 

● Another amazing part of the Fest was Environmental events like:          
ENVATHON, PAINT-IT-GREEN AND ENVIRONMENTAL QUIZ .      
Our society try to organise such events as these events develop a            
sense of environmental awareness among college students & push         
them to contribute towards environment! 

 
● GETdaFUNK: To those whose feet starts tapping with the first of           

beats, this event proved a strong magnet. Participants showcased         
their unalterior talents and were given prizes based on their moves,           
musicality, performance and creativity. 

  
● Roohaniyat:An afternoon of poetry:A whiff of breeze in summer and          

a sun ray in cold winter-that is how legends define poetry! For all the              
writers who were willing to present their piece of work to the world,             
this event turned out to be the best platform! 

● Showdown 2.0: This was an event that tempted Web series, movies           
and TV drama fans to engage themselves, revisit their old memory           
layers and answer questions to win exciting prizes and gifts! 



 

● Sports Ardour:All the sports and fitness enthusiasts were seen here.          
The fittest of the fit team made it to the finals and proved their metal. 

 
● Mystery Rooms: This event proved to be yet another thrilling one.           

The participants solved riddles and raced against time to win the           
game. 

● FRAG ZONE:This event brought PC and mobile gaming experience         
to the Fest. The participants were lured into this event by the 2 most              
feastful games of the current times in PC and mobile gaming: CS:GO            
sponsored by “IMMORTAL CAFE” and PUBG mobile. The        
members of the organizing team left no stone unturned to set up the             
event in technical area and create the ambience to give the           
participants the perfect gaming experience. A cash prize of 1000 INR           
was given to the winner. 

 
 
 



 

● NAVRAS: This was the most anticipating and successful event of          
ENVA. Prakriti collaborated with SIFAR- The dramatics society of         
MSI to organise this Nukkad-Natak competition. This event saw a          
large participation from various colleges. 

  
 

The design, creativity, content and technical department made the perfect          
background while the event managers portrayed the beauty to the          
foreground. The great pomp and show at the fest was a proof of the sincere               
efforts put in by the ENVA team to make it a grand success! Even the               
Sponsors were happy with the events. 
 

 



 

 
 
All over, the fest was brimming with vibrancy and amusement. Every group            
mingled with the other thereby promoting diversity and  interaction! 
But this fest, these fun filled days wouldn't be as nearly as fun if our               
partners Punjab National Bank, SPDS Mani Group and Doogar and          
Associates hadn't lent us their generous hands, the entire team of ENVA            
and every single participant of this amazing fest owe it them, for it is              
partners like these who step up to make events like this successful. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 


